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Let me introduce 
myself



Agenda

• Media literacy

• History

• News and advertisements

• Creators

• Consumers

• Universal Media Literacy Factors

• Education





News and 
Advertisement 

Appeals

• Emotional: personal, social/status, FEAR, humor
• Sex/Romance/Gender
• Scarcity/Time sensitivity
• Bandwagon
• Testimonials/Endorsement
• Rational/statistics
• Association: adventure, values, youth



















HEqual

•  “BBC published an article with the ridiculous headline 
“Women write better code, study suggests“. This claim 
was a BBC exaggeration of an already questionable 
study, based on pull requests to Git Hub, a site which 
doesn’t even mention the gender of its users. 

• The non peer-reviewed paper and the BBC’s 
cherry-picking of its findings was almost instantly and 
comprehensively debunked online.” 

• “It’s simply fake news and one of the usually daily 
attempts by the BBC to start a gender war and portray 
women as victims who’d all make the world a far 
better place were it not for those pesky sexist men.”



Creators

• Women are under-represented in media

• BUT are impactful in humor

• Fake news male-dominated

    - for money, fun, power



News                                 Consumers

FEMALES

• Interest in weather, health, 
tabloids

• Prefer watching TV, social 
media

• More wary about sources

• Share more – about 
consumerism and relations

MALES

• Interest in politics, sports, 
international affairs

• Prefer radio news/talk 
shows, newspapers, online 
news

• More positive about web 
news

• Share with small network – 
about politics



Universal Media 
Literacy Factors

• Online resource credibility same as offline’s

• Responses: aspire/inspire, deconstruct/reject, 
empathize

• People build habits

• Believe news that confirms beliefs

• Reject news that conflicts with beliefs >> 
strengthen strong beliefs



Fake News Education

• Use criteria to evaluate news

• Use reputable sources and fact-checking sites

• Be cautious about what you share

• Practice media literacy

• Look for different perspectives

• Become a citizen journalist



Gendered Fake News Activities

• Examine fake news in terms of the targeted 
gender – and content; is there a bias?

• Trace fake news; is the creator usually male or 
female?

• Examine social media sharing: do males or do 
females share more fake news – and does the 
content differ?

• Analyze images show in fake news; is there a 
bias?



Bottom Line

• Fake news needs to be countered by true 
news, no matter the gender.
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